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We reviewrecentexperimentaland theoreticalstudiesof theexcitonic opticalStarkeffect in semiconductorquantumwells
probedwith femtosecondoptical pulses.

1. Introduction CO2 laserpulse[4]. This work was later extended
to intersubbandtransitions in a semiconductor

Recent advancesin laser spectroscopyhave quantumwell (QW) [5]. Although in theseexperi-
permittedthe observationof coherentlight—matter mentsoneobservesa shift or splitting of a level in
interactionsin semiconductors,suchas the optical a semiconductor,this effect is directly relatedto
or AC Stark Effect, i.e. the renormalization of the AC Stark effect of two-level atoms and it
optical transitionsin an intense laser field. This shouldbe contrastedwith the excitonicAC Stark
effect is readily observable in atomic vapours, effect observedsubsequentlyunder intense,non-
where it has beenextensivelystudiedin the past resonantexcitation of virtual excitons in QWs,
[1,2]. In semiconductors,however,its observation bulk semiconductorsand polymers,Following its
is usually obscuredby the fast dephasingrates, initial observationin 1986, by Mysyrowicz et al.
Two ways to circumventthis problemare: (1) the [6] and Von Lehmenet al. [7], the latter effecthas
useof ultrashortlaserpulses,and (2) nonresonant attracted much attention recently, both experi-
excitationof virtual excitonsbelow the fundamen- mentally[8—17]and theoretically[18—42].
tal absorptionedge,where the dephasingratesare Becauseof the extendednatureandstrong in-
exponentiallysmall. teractionsof the elementaryexcitations in semi-

Apart from early work on bi-excitons [3], the conductors,the excitonicAC Stark effect is more
first observationof the AC Stark effect in a semi- complexin characterthan that in atomic systems.
conductorwas reportedby Froehlich et al., who The theory revealsprofound similarities between
demonstrateda mixing of the is and 2p exciton coherentvirtual excitonsandBosecondensedgases
statesin Cu20 by the electric field of an intense or superconductors[18—21].The excitonic optical
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nonlineantiesoriginate from anharmonicitiesin
the exciton—photon, exciton—phononand exci-
ton—exciton interactions,which dependdirectly 0 1

on the polarizationanddensityof virtual excitons. .

In turn, the distribution of the latter overbound
and scattering(i.e. unbound)statesis determined 0.01

by the pump intensity, I~,and pump detuning — (b)
from the fundamentalabsorptionedge, E1~— hw~.
Thus,experimentalstudiesof the excitonicoptical 0.001 I I

absorptionundervarious conditionsof nonreso- 752 775 799 822 845
nant excitation provide information on a novel WAVELENGTH (nm)

coherentmany-bodystateof matter. Fig. 1. (a) Spectrumof the ferntosecondcontinuumand (b)
absorption spectrumof the p-i-n quantum well sample at

In this article, we review our work on the T= 35 K (in arbitraryunits).

excitonic AC Stark effect in semiconductorQWs
probedwith femtosecondoptical pulses.In sect.2
we discussthe experimentalstudiesand in sect. 3 The samplewe investigatedconsistsof a p-i-n
the theory. diode with 50 periods of 74 A QWs with 60 A

barriers in the intrinsic region. The GaAs sub-
stratewas removedby selectiveetching and the
samplewas antireflection-coated.The absorption

2. ExperimentalstudLes spectrum, a, of the sampleat T= 35 K is shown
in fig. 1. The is heavy-holeexciton line is centered

The signatureof the AC Stark effect is that it at X1~= 780 nm. The femtosecondcontinuumpro-
lastsonly as long as the sampleis excited (below vides extremelyintense(up to 1 TW cm

2) con-
the fundamentalabsorptionedge).Thereforeit is tinuously tunableexcitationpulsesjust below this
studiedusingtime-resolvedpumpandprobetech- resonance.
niques. For our experimentswe used a newly Forpump andprobeexperiments,the intensity
developedlasersystemwhich generates— 100 fs ratio of pumpandtestbeams,‘p/It’ shouldbe as
optical pulses of microjoule energiesat a 8 kHz large as possible.The saturationdensity of QW
repetition rate, at a photonenergy in the vicinity excitons,however,is so small [18,44]that it is also
of the band gap of GaAs, with its center at importantto makesurethat the absoluteintensity
X = 805 nm [43]. Thepulsesare focussedontoajet of the testbeam, i~,doesnotperturbthe absorp-
of ethylene glycol to generatean intense con- tion of the sample by creating too many real
tinuum, the spectrumof which extendsfrom the excitonsor carriers.Wehavefound that for 100
visible to the infrared (fig. 1). The continuum is fs pulse duration I~— 100 kW cm2 produces
split into two parts.One is usedas a broadband significant absorption saturation and that it is
testbeamto probethe sampletransmission,while necessaryto keep I~below 10 kW cm2 to
pump pulses of — 100 fs duration are selected avoid perturbationof the absorptionby the test
from the otherwith interferencefilters. Differen- beamitself. In all our experimentsthe test beam
tial transmissionspectra are measuredwith an intensitywas kept below this value.
optical multichannel analyzer and spectrometer As discussedin sect. 3, numericalcalculations
operatingin differential detectionmodewhile syn- basedon the theory of ref s. [19,20]haverecently
chronouslychopping the pump beam. The time predicted that in two dimensionsand for pump
delay, L~t,between pump and probe beams is detunings of about 10 Rydbergs, low-intensity
varied continuously to obtain the full temporal nonresonantexcitationshouldproducea pureAC
evolution. Kilohertz repetition rates allow us to Stark shift of the is exciton resonancewithout any
use differential detectiontechniquesfor small sig- lossof oscillatorstrength[23,24,30—33].We, there-
nal analysis. fore, first performedexperimentsunderthe condi-
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tions. When the sampleis excited — 50 meV be- 12
II

low the is heavy-holeexciton with low intensity I

0
pump pulses,I~— 30 MW cm2, the changesof ~ 6
the absorptionspectrumare verysmall, only a few
percent,i.e. aboutthe width of the penline of the w

z 0absorptionspectrumshownin fig. 2a.Theycanbe
seenonly by measuring the change in sample
transmissioninduced by the pump beam, The -6

so-calleddifferential transmissionspectrum(DTS), Hzw
= [T(I~ = 0) — T(I~)]/T(I~= 0). In the -12

small-signalregime, The DTS is simply propor-
U-

I I I

10 (a) 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.59

J~

Fig. 3. Differential transmissionspectrumatdelay ~t 0 for
ENERGY (eV)

—50meV pump detuningand —100 MW cm2 pump inten-
z sity. The signal no longer matchesthederivative(dashedline)

05 of the experimentalabsorption(fig. 2(a)) indicating a depar-
ture from pureAC Starkshift of theis exciton.

0
Cd)

sample,~ T/T — — L~aX I. An exampleof DTS at
0 — tional to the change in the absorption of the

delayz.~t= 0 is shownin fig. 2(b) [14]. In the limit
of a pure AC Stark shift of the exciton theoreti-

1.56 1.57 1.58 1.59
cally predicted,the DTS aroundthe exciton reso-

ENERGY (eV)
nance should haveexactly the same lineshapeas
the derivativeof the linear absorption,fig. 2a, i.e.

12 (b) aa/a~.The profile of this derivativeis alsoshown

z in fig. 2(b). Around the is heavy-hole exciton
0

8 resonancethe two lineshapesare almostidentical,

in agreementwith the theory. The origin of this
U)
z 4

pureAC Stark shift of the is exciton without any
loss of oscillator strength will be discussedin
detail below.

~ _______________8T\1~ As the pump intensity is increasedto I~,— 100MW cm
2, thenegativelobeof the DTS decreasesIL and broadens,so that it no longer matchestheIi.

__________________ derivativeof the linear absorption.This is shown1.56 1.57 1.58 1.59 in fig. 4, where again the DTS at delay ~t = 0 is
ENERGY (eV) compared to aa/a~ [14]. The DTS profile is

indicativeof botha shift anda bleachingof the isFig. 2. (a) Detail of the absorptionspectrum of the p-i-n
quantumwell sampleclose to theexciton resonanceat T= 35 heavy-holeexcitonabsorption,asseenearlier[6,8].
K. (b) Differential transmissionspectrumat delay~.lt—0 for At theseintensities,the absorptionstill completely
— 50 meV pump detumngand — 30 MW cm2 pump inten recoverswhen the pump pulse is over, i.e. for
sity. The derivativeof the experimentalabsorption,fig. 2(a), L~t> 150 fs, demonstratingthat theseeffectsare
with respectto frequency,is alsoshown(smoothline), demon-
strating that the is exciton exhibits a pureAC Stark shift at still dueto virtual excitons.We note that although

low intensities, numerical calculations for monochromaticlaser
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beamshavepredictedpureAC Stark shifts of the .~. 12
(a)is excitonup to verylargevalues,the finite band- ‘ (b)

0width of ultrashortpulses modifies theseresults 6

especially at higher intensities [23—25,31—36,39, U)

41,42]. For example, it leads to an “inhomoge- 0)
z ___________________neous broadening” of the absorptionspectrum,

ent detuning andamplitude of eachFounercorn-which increaseswith intensity [32—36].This effect I—canbe understoodintuitively as dueto the differ- ~ —6F-
wponentof the pump pulse. We havenot tried to
UJ -12
IL

make a detailed comparisonwith the published IL
numericalcalculations,which were performedfor 0

simplified excitonandpumppulselineshapes.Our 1.56 1 57 1.58 1 .59

resultsare, however,in qualitativeagreementwith ENERGY (eV)
theory.

As discussedin sect. 3, theory predictsthat in Fig. 4. Differential transmissionspectrumat delay~‘.5t = 0, (a)
for — 50meV pumpdetuningat 0 V appliedDC bias,and(b)leadingorder the is exciton AC Stark shift varies for thesamepump wavelengthandintensity, but with —10 V

roughly like ~E1~~ 2 I I
2/(E

1~— hw~).The DC biasapplied to thesample.TheAC Starkeffect is reduced

proportionality to the pumpintensity, I~IX E1, 12, in thepresenceof a —iO~V cm~DC bias field perpendicu-

and to the inverseof the pumpdetuning, E1~— lar to thequantumwells.

have been verified experimentally [7]. The
dependenceon the dipole matrix element, j.L, can our experimentthe decreaseof the electron—hole
be studied by employing the quantum-confined overlap,and consequentlyof the excitonic transi-
starkeffect (QCSE)[45,46].It is known that,when tion matrix element,with F dominates.
an electrostaticfield is applied perpendicularto We havealso exploredanotherregimenot yet
the plane of the QW, the is exciton resonance investigated experimentally nor theoretically.
experiencesa redshift andlosesoscillatorstrength, Whenthe pumpintensityanddetuningare signifi-
becausethe electron—holeoverlapis reduced.This cantlyincreased,a completelynew regimeis found
is easily achievedby applyinga reversebias to the for both the DTS profile and its dynamics.For
p-i-n diode sample.The AC Starkeffect in biased example, fig. 5 shows a typical DTS at delay
QWs hasbeenpredictedto havespecific features zXt = 0, for a high pumpintensityI~— 3 GW cm~”

2
that have potential applications in high-speed and large detuning E

1~— — 80 meV. The is
optoelectronics[47,48]. Investigationsof some of
theseeffectshavebeeninitiated recentlyin hetero-
structuresbiasedparallelto the planeof the QWs 08

[49], but they will not be discussedhere. An z
0

applied electrostaticfield, F — iO~V cm~,red-
shifts the heavy-hole exciton resonanceby — 6

z
meV in our sample.In fig. 4 we show the DTS <
obtainedat moderatepumpintensityandfor — 50

IL J~L~meV pump detuning at zero bias, without and 02with —10 V bias voltage applied to the p-i-n zwsample [14]. We find that the applied DC field _____________________________w 0reduces the AC Stark effect, even though the IL
0 1.57 1.59 1.61 1.63 1.65detuning has significantly decreaseddue to the

QCSE. This is in contrast with the theoretical ENERGY (eV)

predictionof Hiroshimaet al. [50], who predicted Fig. 5. Differential transmissionspectrumat delayz.~t= 0 for
an increaseof I with DC field. Obviously, in — 80 meV pumpdetuningand — 3 GW cm

2 pumpintensity.
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Z HH DTS around the is heavy-holeexciton resonance
(a) (b) ~t+264 ~ at delayL~t= 264 fs. TheAC Starkeffect doesnot

contribute to the signal at this delay, since the
pumppulseis only 100 fs long. TheDTSprofile is

LH remarkably symmetric, in contrast to the DTS
0 profile at delay ~ t = 0, shown in fig. 5. Curve (b)

showstheintegratedDTSaroundtheis heavy-hole
exciton resonanceat delay i.~t= 264 fs. The DTS
integrated over the exciton line is nearly zero,

ENERGY (eV) ~ which correspondsto a purebroadeningwithout

1.58 1.60 1.62 — any loss of oscillator strength.This lineshapeis
Fig. 6. Time courseof differential transmissionspectrumfor reminiscentof thatproducedby dynamicalscreen-
— 80 meV pumpdetumngand — 3 GW cm

2 pumpintensity. ing/collisional broadening in an electron—hole
Signalsattheheavy-hole(HH) andlight-hole(LH) exciton are rilasma[18 44
simultaneouslyobserved.The non-zero signal at late times 1~’ L

(i.St> 264 fs) is due to two-photon generation of an It hasbeenshownthat, dueto a largecontnbu-
electron—holeplasma. Inset: curve (a) shows the differential tion from nonresonantprocesses,the two-photon
transmissionspectrumaroundtheHH excitonandcurve(b) its absorption(TPA) crosssection is nearly indepen-
integral, demonstratingthe areaconservingbroadeningof the dentof photonenergyin the energyrange ~ E~<

2Dexcitonby the3Delectron—holeplasma. h~<Eg [53,54]. Since we are exciting just below

the gap, it is thus possible to generate an
electron—holeplasmaby TPA at energiesclose to
2Eg. Initially, sucha plasmawill not occupystates

heavy-hole exciton resonancemainly displays at the band edge,becausethe relaxation of car-
bleaching, while the is light-hole exciton reso- riersby emissionof phononstakesmanyps [55,56].
nance displays both bleaching and shift. This Nevertheless,it would be able to produce im-
high-intensityregimeis clearly morecomplicated, mediatelysomeform of nonequilibriumcollisional
This is further demonstratedby the observation broadeningbefore relaxingto the band edges.To
that the DTS doesnot recover at timeslong corn- demonstratethepresenceandorigin of theplasma,
pared to the duration of the pump pulse.This is we studied the photocurrentin the p-i-n diode
shown in fig. 6, wherethe full time courseof the with a reversebiasof 10 V at E

15 — ~ 80 meV.
DTS is presented[i4]. The plot is obtainedby As shownin fig. 7, we find indeeda photocurrent
overlayinga grid on top of ten measuredDTS. At with a quadraticdependenceon the pump inten-
negativedelays ~ t < 0, i.e. when the probe pre- sity, I~,which unambiguouslyprovesthe presence
cedes the pump, an oscillating DTS is seen, in of real carriers in the sample [14]. We estimate,
agreementwith theoryandothermeasurementson using the known TPA coefficient of bulk GaAs
molecules[51]andsemiconductors[il—13,52] (see [53,54], that at I~,— 3 GW cm

2 the numberof
sect. 3). Around ~ t = 0 a rapid transientwith a generatede—hpairswould producea photocurrent
durationclosethat of the pump-probecrosscorre- of — 2 ptA, which is about iO times higher than
lation is observed,both at the heavy-hole and we measure.Therearemany explanationsfor this
light-holeexcitons.The profile of this initial tran- discrepancy. The uncertainty in the TPA cross
sient correspondsto a combinationof both shift section is rather large, and the collectionof car-
and bleaching, as discussedearlier. The DTS, riersmaybe inefficient in our unoptimizedsample
however,doesnot recoverafterthe pumppulseis and difficult to evaluate,since the photoconduc-
over, but stabilizesto a verylong-lived component tion quantumefficiencyin perpendicularlow-tern-
(manyps), the magnitudeof which is only about peratureQW transportis not yet well understood.
two times smaller than that of the maximum at Our estimatesof the expectedTPA photocurrent
z~t = 0. The lineshapeof the DTS evolvesas well, are, however, in reasonableagreementwith our
as shownin the insetof fig. 6. Curve(a) showsthe measuredvalues.
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1000 — — one-photonprocesses,and(2) the real3D plasma

700 — — — generatedby two-photonprocesses.This explains

500 ______ • the very complex lineshapeand dynamicsof the
/ DTS for which no quantitative description is

availableat the presenttime.
300

~200 ———-—-—l —

/ 3. Theoretical studies
(

100 — ... The excitonic AC Stark effect is a pure non-
equilibrium effect and, consequently,its correct

0 70 ““ — theoreticalrequiresnonequilibrium Green’sfunc-
50 — — tion techniques[20,29,32,33], as introduced by

~ SLOPE 2 Keldysh [59] and Kadanoffand Baym[60]. How-
30 — — -.—.- ever, for nonresonantexcitation of semiconduc-

tors, a considerablesimplification arises, if the
2C detuning and thus the Rabi frequencyare larger

thanany otherenergyscalein the problem(other
than the excitonbinding energy), in particular de

1 235710 dephasing/collisionrate. It is then possibleto
INTENSITY (GW/cm

2) neglectcollisions altogetherand derive a closed,
collisionless kinetic equation for the equal-time

Fig. 7. Photocurrentmeasuredwith 10 V reversebiasapplied . .

on thep-i-n quantumwell sample,showinga quadraticdepen- density matrix. This equation, based on the
denceon thepumpintensity. Hartree—Fock(HF) approximation,was first dis-

cussedby Schmitt-Rink et al. [18—20]and has
been rederived many times [26,29,32,33,37,40].

The effectsof the nonequilibriumelectron—hole Later work consideredin addition phenomeno-
plasmaon the excitomc absorptionchangequali- logical [23,24,36,42]or Golden Rule [26,40]colli-
tatively with time [i8,57]. Initially, as mentioned sion terms. In this context, it should be noted,
above, the carriers excited by TPA have excess however, that the concept of a local (in time)
energy 2hca~— Eg — i.5 eV, far larger than the collision term becomesmeaninglesson short time
confinementpotential in our QW (— 200 meV). scalescomparableto the collision duration time,
Therefore,right after their generation, they are where the Markov assumptionbreaks down and
free to move in 3D and able to screenthe 2D retardationeffects become important. This is a
excitonseffectively. Thispreventsthe full recovery well-known problemin “ballistic” transienttrans-
of the excitonic absorption, shown in fig. 6. At port in small semiconductorstructures[61]. If
early times, they do not occupystatesin theQW, collisions are to be included, there is only one
and it will takea few ps for themto relaxdown to correctway of doingit, thenonequilibriumGreen’s
the band edge [55,56]. They will then become function formalism.
confinedand their screeningof the 2D excitons Below, we will discussthe HF theory of the
will qualitatively change.Eventually they will oc- excitonic AC Stark effect in pure two (2D) and
cupy the statesout of which the 2D excitons are three(3D) dimensions.For reasonsthat will be-
constructedand bleach the exciton lie in such a comeclear, thereis as yet no quantitativetheory
waythat theintegratedDTSwill no longerbezero for realQWs.Sucha theorywould involve infinite
[18,57,58].Finally, they will recombinein a few sumsoverthe completeset of QW states.Whether
ns, andthe excitonicabsorptionwill fully recover. QWs behavelike 2D or 3D systemsdependsthen
The spectrashown in fig. 6 contain thecombined on the ratio of the detuning or Rabi frequencyto
effectsof (1) the virtual 2D excitonsgeneratedby the electron—hole(e—h) zero-pointenergydue to
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confinement[48]. Also, part from a secondorder renormalizesthe individual e andh energies(diag-
perturbationcalculation [27], no theory has yet onal elementsin eq. (3)),
beendevelopedwhich, for small detuningor Rabi ~ — ~ Vkk’n,k’(t), i = c, v.
frequency, comparableto the biexciton binding
energy or optical phonon energy, links the HF
theory to the respectivetheoriesof the biexcitonic and(2) the e—h Coulomb attractionrenormalizes
AC Stark effect [3] or “phonoritons” [16,62,63]. the Rabi frequencyat resonance(off-diagonalele-

The HF theory treats on equal footing the mentsin eq.(3))
effectsof the laserfield andthe Coulombinterac- ~E(t) —+ ~E(l) + ~
tion. For a simple two-band model of a semi-
conductorand within the rotating wave approxi- Both changesexpressthe fact that in thepresence
mation, the equal-timedensitymatrix satisfiesthe

of Coulombinteractionan e—h pairwith a given k
Liouville equation(h = i) [18—20] doesnot only experiencethe externalfield, E(l),

iaflk(t) = [~~(t), hk(t)], (i) butalsoa significantinternalone,the “molecular”
field associatedwith e—h pairs createdat k’. At

where eachk, externaland Coulomb fields combineto
give an effective self-consistent“local” field to

mnCk(t) sPk(t) 1 which the systemresponds.The problem is thus
= [~(t) n vk ( t)j (2) similar to that of a paramagnetin an external

magneticfield.
and In order to describepump and probe experi-

(k(t) [ ~ck _~E(t)] ments, we split the laser field into two parts, a= strong pump field, E(t), and a weak test field,_~*E*(t) ~°vk 6E(t). The former gives rise to a renormalized

— ~ v~k~n,1~(~). (3) semiconductor“ground state”, describedby eqs.
k’ (i)—(3), while the linear responseto the latter

ck = Eg/
2+ k2/(2 me) yields the correspondingrenormalized“excitation

spectrum”,which exhibits the AC Stark effect.

and Linearizing eq. (1) with respect to ÔE(t), we find
[18—20]

~vk —Eg/2—k2/(2mh)+~.Vk,k’

i~6nk(t) = [~~(t), flk(t)] + kk(t), Mk(t)1,
are the conduction and valence electron energies,
n ck and n vk are the corresponding nonequilibrium (5)
distributions. ~.t is the interband dipole matrix where
element; Vkk’ is the Coulomb interaction,
(2i~e2)/(�oIk—k’I)in 2D and (4ire2)/(~oIk— &k(t)j 0 ~t~E(t)1
k’ 12) in 3D. Finally, s/Ik(t) is the e—h pair ampli- _~t*~E*(l) 0 j
tude induced by the laser field, E(t), related to
the total induced polarization through — ~ ~“k,k’~k’@)’ (6)

k’

P ( t) = 2if1’ ~ 4~k( )‘ (4) The total polarization induced by the test field is
k

Were it not for thesecondterm in eq. (3), eqs. i~P(t)= 2!s*~6%pk(t). (7)
(i)—(4) would be identical to the Bloch equations k

for an inhomogeneously broadened two-level atom. In typical experiments, after passing the sample,
The Coulomb interaction modifies this picture in the test beam is sent through a monochromator
two ways: (i) the e—e and h—h Coulomb repulsion and registered by a time-integrating detector. In
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this situation,we may define an effective optical I

(8)

whereonly that part of ~P(W) which propagates ) \
in the test beam direction is to be considered. / / \ ..

At low pumpintensities,eqs.(i) and(5) reduce ~ ‘ __. I. I

to the Ginzburg—Landau-likeequations[i8—20] I ~ I ~

~Eg~ ~1t~~Yk.k’~k’(t) I ~~ 2D

= _[i_2I~k(t)I2j~E(t)

+2~Vkk’[ IlPk(t) 125]Ik’(t) •

jj[

- I~k’(t)I 2~(~)] (9) 4i3 -2 -1 0

and

0 k2 Fig. 8. Absorptionspectrafor a pumpdetuningof Eg — = 10
— Eg — ~ ~s~k(t) + ~ J’~.~’(t)~iPk’(t) E

0 andincreasingpumpintensities, IE~I2 The full lines show
I m k’ theunperturbedabsorption(after refs. [30,31]).

= _[i_2I~k(t)I2}~E(t)

+2s(4(t),.tE(t)~Pk(t) For a monochromatic pump field, E(t)=
E~exp( — i w,~,t),the full kinetic equations(1) and

+2~Vkk’[ I ‘Pk(t) 1
2&iIk’(t) (5) have been solved numerically by Ell et al.

[30,3i] andSchaeferet al. [32,33],andtheir results

— I ~ ~‘t~’ I 2~p(t\1 are shownin fig. 8. The full lines give the unper-k I k\ ~ turbedexcitonabsorptionin 2D and3D, while the

+2~Vk k’[~Pk(t)tPk’(t)~Pk(t) dashedand dotted lines correspondto increasing
pump intensities, I E

1, I 2 for a pump detuningof

— i * (t~ It\ô ~ ~ Eg — w1, = iOE0, where E0 is the 3D exciton Ryd-
‘i’k ~ / Vk\ / ‘t’k ‘~ ~ ‘ / berg. StrongAC Stark shifts of the is exciton are

where m is the reducede—h mass,m~= m~+ found, like thoseof a two-levelatom. However,in
m ~ Without the nonlinearcorrections,eqs. (9) striking contrastto two-level atomsand in agree-
and (10) correspondto inhomogeneousWannier ment with our low-intensity data, the is exciton
equations, driven by the laser fields, E(t) and oscillator strengthis nearly constantin 2D, while
6E(t), respectively.In this limit, they describethe in 3D it increasesslightly with pump intensity.
linear responseof an unperturbedexciton. The (The absorptionspectrumintegrated over all Ire-
nonlinearcorrectionsin eq.(9) describethe effects quenciesdecreases,of course.)
on the exciton of the Pauli exclusion principle, In order to understandthesetheoreticalresults,
throughphasespacefilling/exciton—photoninter- it is useful to consider the limit of low pump
action (first term on the rhs of eq. (9)) andexci- intensities, eqs. (9) and (iO), which containsal-
ton—exciton exchangeinteraction(secondterm on ready much of the importantphysics.This limit
the rhs of eq. (9)). The additional nonlinearcor- hasbeenstudiedin detail by Zimmermann[22,23],
rectionsin eq. (10) are due to exciton exchange Zimmermannand Hartmann[24], and Ell et al.
betweenpump andprobebeam. [30,311,who evaluated the correspondingrenor-
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derived formally by Schmitt-Rinket al. [i8—20]
and rederivedby CombescotandCombescot[27], .

using the Coulomb Green’sfunction. Parametriz- I
6-

ing the results in terms of those of a two-level
malized exciton energiesand oscillator strengths, 8 _ I I

atom with level spacing E15, one finds for the 3D—’

2j~E12 1 ~nd9Ichangein excitonenergy I/
p ~, (ii) b

~ E1~—w~ 2D~~

and for the relative changein exciton oscillator — — —

strength 2 = — — — = — —

— — 2~.tE~~
2

(i2)fn (Ei~—cap)
~15 I I I I _I~ I I I I —~ I I I I 0

a,~and p, are functions of the pump detuning,
E

1~— W~,and are displayedin figs. 9—u [22—24]. Fig. 10. AC Starkshift of thebandgap, normalizedto that of a

The dashedlines show the contributionof phase two-level atom, 2 jsE~I
2/(E

1~— ~ versuspump detuning,

space filling/exciton—photon interactions,while E1~— w.~,.Full lines: exciton—photonand exciton—excitonin-

the full lines include the contributions of teraction;dashedlines: exciton—photoninteractiononly.

exciton—excitoninteractionsas well. For largede-
tunings, ; and p~ are dominated by the
exciton—photoninteraction and approachunity, teractiondominatesa~andthe resonantHF val-
while for small detuningsthe exciton—excitonin- uesof o,~andp~arerecovered[64]. Sincefor small

detuningsthereexistotherexciton—excitoncontri-
butions,of the sameorder in the pump intensity

8 I Is exciton shift I should be viewed with caution. (For systems,in

which no is exciton shift is observedunderreso-
nant excitation it is thus not unreasonableto

- neglectthe exciton—excitoninteractionaltogether.

This point of view was first adoptedby Schmitt-

~IIii but neglected here, the corresponding resultsRink et al. [i8—20] and later by Lindberg and- Koch [40,42]).The comparisonof figs. 9 and iO
showsthat the AC Stark shift of the band gap is

/ always larger than that of the is exciton. The
origin of this behavioris the larger spatial extent

— — — of scatteringstates,which makesexclusionprinci-
2D

— — — — — ple (“overlap”) effects more effective. This in-
creased AC Stark shift of the band gap corre-
spondsto an effectiveincreasein is excitonbind-

I I I I I I I I I I I I
-15 -10 .,~ ing energy and thus in oscillator strength, which

can overcomethe decreasedue to phase space
(w~-Ei~)fEo-

filling and which is responsiblefor the behavior
Fig. 9. AC Starkshift of theis exciton,normalizedto thatof a shownin figs. 8 andii. In the caseof 2D excitons
two-level atom, 21 ,.iE~I

2/(E
5, — ~, versus pump detumng, the two effectscancelalmostexactly over a large

E1~— o.~,.Full lines: exciton—photonand exciton—exciton in-
teraction;dashedlines: exciton—photoninteractiononly. rangeof detunings.This explainswhy only a shift
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I Theseresults show that, contrary to claims in

the literature,the excitonicAC Stark effect canin
3- -

Is exciton bleaching I generalnot be understoodin termsof a two-level
or free e—h pair model,exceptfor hugedetunings,2-

— 1 exceeding the exciton binding energy by more
— - thanan order of magnitude.In thelatter limit, the

- — — — oscillatebetweenvalenceandconductionband,is
I Rabi frequency, E5_w~,with which electrons

0 /
/ much larger than the inversetime, E0, it takesto

-I - ...— - form an exciton, so that Coulombeffectsbecome
— —

— unimportant[22_24,27,30,3i]. By the sametoken,
-2 - — — — — - at very large detunings,every solid behaveslike

isolated atoms; and coherence,bandor quantum

confinementeffectsplay no role in the nonreso-
I I I I I I I I I I I I nantnonlinearoptical response[65]. In the caseof

-15 -10 -5 0
(Wp E15 ) /E0—~ QWs, wethereforeexpectqualitativechangeswhen

Fig. 11. Relativechangein oscillatorstrengthof theis exciton, the detuning exceedsthe e—h zero-point energy
normalizedto that of a two-level atom, —2 I ~ I 2/(E1~— dueto confinementby someunknown numerical

versus pump detuning, E1~— w1,. Full lines: exciton— factor[48].
photon and exciton—exciton interaction; dashedlines: exci-

ton—photoninteractiononly.

6C

of the is exciton is seenexperimentally.It should ~ -

be noted,however,that a larger shift of the gap
uJ

JU,cannotbe identified in the DTS spectraof fig. 2.Thereare many reasonswhy suchan effect could 20 -be masked.First, the excitedstatesof the exciton(2s, 3s, ...) form a quasi-continuumthat mergesinto the realcontinuumof unboundstatesmaking -4 -2 0 2 4

the exact position of the gap difficult to assign.
Eachof theseexcitedboundstatesas well as the
gap experienceshift and eventually some loss of

30C
oscillator strengthoccurs.The excitation with ul-

butions by introducing the broadeningdiscussed t 200
0earlier. Altogether this produces a very com-trashortpulsesfurther mixesthesevariouscontri-

distinctfeatures,asshownnumericallyby Schaefer I I
plicatedchangein absorptioncloseto E5, without .100 -

et al. [32,33].If in addition one considersthat in

realQWs all the linesare inhomogeneouslybroad- c
ened(in fact, in realQWs the 2s andhigherbound 1 0 1
statesare almostneverresolved),it is not surpris- (we-

ing that the gap shift is not directly seen. The Fig. 12. AC Stark shift of the is exciton, normalizedto twice
importantpoint is that experimentallythe is exci- the Rabi frequencyat resonance,21 ~sE~ 2, versuspump de-

tuning, Ei~— i~. Even for negative detumngs the shift is
ton shiftsbut doesnot lose oscillator strength,in positive dueto thedominanceof exciton—excitoninteractions.
agreementwith theory. Arrows indicatethethreelowestexcitonstates.
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Finally, it is amusingto note that, if onetakes 6, both in molecules [Si] and semiconductors
the HF results literally, a blue shift of the is [11—i4,52],an oscillating DTS is seenwhen the
excitonoccurs evenfor negativepump detunings, probeprecedesthe pump. In order to understand
as shown in fig. i2, wherethe absoluteis exciton this result, it is again sufficient to considerthe
AC Stark shift, 6is = a1~/(E15— wy), is displayed. limit of low pump intensities,eqs. (9) and (iO),
For a two-level atom, one would expect a red and the origin of the various nonlinearterms in
shift. Theorigin of this behavioris simply the fact theseequations.The exciton Hartreeterms(non-
the close to resonanceexciton—excitoninterac- linear correctionsin eq. (9)) are dueto the popula-
tions dominate.Within HF, theseare always re- tion inducedby the pump,while the excitonFock
pulsive. terms(additionalnonlinearcorrectionsin eq.(10))

The polarization dependenceof the excitonic are due to the populationmodulationinducedby
AC Stark effect (for light propagatingin the QW both the pump and the probe [23—25,41].The
growth direction) hasbeendiscussedby Joffre et former dominateat positive time delays, and the
al. [iO] and Combescot[28]. In agreementwith latter at negativetime delays.This is illustratedin
previousmeasurementson QWs, they do not find figs. 13(a,b), which show time-resolvedDTS of a
any pronounceddependenceof the is exciton two-level atom excited (a) 8/T2 below resonance
shifts on the linear polarizations of pump and
probe beams, but do see one for circularly
polarizedlight. In bulk GaAs,unlike in QWs, the _—__. ~

is exciton shift is found to dependon the linear ~—‘----—-- 120 fs

polarizations[10].They analyzetheir datastarting —~ 80 ts
40 fsfrom a (2 + 6)-level model, describingtheconduc- ~ ~

lion and valencebands of GaAs at the F point, ~ ~ofs
and employedearlier in studiesof optical orien- —‘\~..._--—-— - so ts

tation [66].The dependenceof the problemon the —‘N----- - 120 is

ratio of QW zero-pointenergy to pump detuning —.~~-~----— - i~ofs
is neglected, and the reader may decide for I I I I I .~~_~-___ -200fs

him/herself whether such a description is ap- -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

propriate. 1w - w~) • T2

The dynamicsof the AC Stark effect hasbeen
studied for two-level atomsby Brito Cruz et al.
[25], Lindberg and Koch [41], and Balslev and ~ isots

Stahl [34,35]; and for excitonsby Schaeferet al. 120 fs

[32,33],Balslev et al. [36], Zimmermann[23],Zim-
mermannand Hartmann[24], and Lindberg and __________ ___________ ~

Koch[42] (thelatterauthorsneglectedexciton—ex- _________ _________ 40fs

citon interactions), who integrated the kinetic ____________ ___________ -80 Is

equationsfor ultrashortpump and probepulses. —j\~..----- -120 fs

As pointedout first by Schaeferet al. [32,33]and —~A~-—-- - 160 fs

Balslev and Stahl [34,35], the largespectralwidth I I ~ I I -200 Is

of an ultrashortpump pulseleadsfor exampleto -is -10 -5 0 5 10 15

an “inhomogeneousbroadening” of the absorp- 1w - Sip) ‘

tion spectrum,which increaseswith pump inten- Fig. 13. Time-resolveddifferential transmissionspectrafor a
sity and which is the origin of part of the is two-level atom excited(a) 8/T2 below resonance,and(b) on

exciton bleaching seen at higher intensities, resonance.The longitudinal and transverserelaxation times
usedin thecalculation were T = i40 fs and T = 70 fs. Pump

Equally important for the analysisof experiments 1 2
and probe pulses were assumedto have hyperbolic secant

is the actual temporalevolution of the AC Stark squaredintensityprofiles with durationsof 50 and 6 fs, respec-
effect. As mentionedaboveandshown,e.g.,in fig. tively (after ref. [25]).
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and (b) on resonance[25]. The longitudinal and the excitonpeaksrelativeto that of the continuum
transverserelaxationtimesusedin the calculation is greatlytheoreticallyoverestimated,andfurther-
were T1 = 140 fs and T2 = 70 fs, and pump and morefor realQWs a good descriptionof excitonic
probe pulses were assumedto have hyperbolic lineshapesincluding inhomogeneousbroadening
secantsquaredintensityprofiles with durationsof has not yet been developed.Experimentally, no
50 and6 fs, respectively.For positivetime delays, shift of the continuumedgeis observedandapure
longer than abouthalf the pump pulse duration, shift of the exciton peakis only seenat very low
both figs. i3(a) and (b) show symmetric DTS, intensities.At high intensitieswe havefound that
decayingwith the longitudinal relaxationtime T5 TPA becomesimportantand changesthe exciton
and characteristicof absorptionsaturationdue to lineshape.Theoretically, correct inclusion of de-
the pump-inducedpopulation. For negativetime phasingprocessesis yet to be made.Forexample,
delays,i.e. whenthe probeprecedesthe pump, fig. we know from two-level model calculationsthat
13(a) shows an oscillatory behaviorof the DTS. dephasingcan have a very strong effect on the
With decreasingtime delay, this oscillatory DTS differential absorptionlineshape.Underthesecir-
evolvescontinuouslyinto an asymmetricfeature, cumstancesa direct quantitative comparisonof
characteristicof the AC Stark effect. Oscillations experimentaldata and theoretical results is very
in the DTS are also seenunder resonantexcita- difficult at present.
tion, fig. 13b, andin bothcasesthe rise timeof the What havewe learnedduring this short period
DTSis basicallygivenby the transverserelaxation of time following the initial observationof the
time, T2, while the period of the oscillations is excitonicAC Stark effect? A lot, in the sensethat
related to the inverse time delay betweenpump we known what it is about, and what makes it
and probe. This identifies theseprecursoreffects different from the AC Stark effect in atomic
asbeing due to the perturbedfree inductiondecay vapors. However, the outstandingquestionis ex-
of the probe-inducedpolarization[25,41].As noted actly the sameas in “ballistic” transportin small
by severalauthors,precursoreffects in the DTS semiconductorstructures, namely the transition
are expectedwhenevera dipole is perturbedon a from the coherentto the incoherentregime[6i].
time scale faster than T2, in dependentof the The limiting casesare established,andwe haveto
natureof the perturbation[11—13,23—25,36,39,4i, join them now.
42,5i,52]. For example,we haveshown recently
that similar effectsoccur in excitonic electroab- Note added: After completion of this manu-
sorptionsampling[67].

scnptwe learnedthat Balslev andHanamurahave
recently attempted to extend the Hartree—Fock
theoryof the excitonicAC Stark effect to account

4. Discussion . . . .in addition for bound bi-exciton formation close
to resonance[68]. As for thelatter, their treatment

In this article we have reviewed the present . .

is similar to earlier work by Ivanov and Pan-
statusof our expenmentalandtheoreticalinvesti- ahchenko[69].
gations of the AC Stark effect in semiconductor
QWs. There are still a number of issueswhich
have not been solved to date. Experimentsare
performedon real QW samples,with all the im- References
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